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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a new notion of everywhere chaotic homeomorphism and we 
prove that any compact connected topological n-manifold (n > 2) and any compact connected 
k-dimensional Menger manifold (k > 1) admit everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms. All con- 
structions of such homeomorphisms essentially rely on one-dimensional maps and the method 
comes from an idea of Barge and Martin (1990). 
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1. Definitions and preliminaries 
All spaces under consideration are assumed to be metric, and all maps are continuous 
functions. By a compactum, we mean a compact metric space. A continuum is a connected 
compactum. Let IR be the set of all real numbers and let I be the unit interval and S the 
unit circle. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space with metric d. A map f : X 3 X of the space (X, d) is 
said to have sensitive dependence on initial conditions [lo] if there is a positive number 
r > 0 such that for each x E X and each neighborhood U of x in X, there is a point 
y E U and a natural number rz > 0 such that d(f”(z), fn(y)) 3 T. We call such a 
positive number T a sensitivity constant for f. Note that if X is a compactum, this 
property does not depend on the choice of the metric d of X. 
A map f : X + X is topologically mixing if for any nonempty open sets U and V of 
X there is a natural number rza > 1 such that fn(U) fl V # 0 for all n 3 no. 
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Let F : X -+ X be a homeomorphism of a space X and let n be a subset of X. Then 
A is an attractor of F provided that there exists an open neighborhood N of A such 
that F(Cl(N)) c N and A = n,,, F”(N). Note that A is a closed subset of X and 
F(A) = A. Moreover, if for each z E X limn+oo d(Fn(z), A) = 0, then A is called a 
global attractor of F, where d(A, B) = inf{d(a, b) 1 a E A, b E B}. 
By the hyperspace of a space X, we mean the space 2x = {A 1 A is a nonempty 
compact subset of X} with the Hausdorfs metric dH, i.e., dH(A,B) = inf{e > 0 1 
U,(A) > B and U,(B) > A}, w h ere UC(A) denotes the &-neighborhood of A in X. 
From continuum theory in topology, we know that inverse limit spaces yield powerful 
techniques for constructing complicated spaces and maps from simple ones (e.g., see 
[21]). An inverse sequence is a double sequence {X,,p,,,+r}r=)=, of coordinate spaces 
X, and bonding maps p,,,+r : Xn+l -+ X,. The inverse limit of the inverse sequence 
is the set 
invlim {X,, p,,,+i } = { (~~)zi E fi X,, 1 P,,,+I (x,+1) = 2, for each n} 
7l=l 
topologized with the relativized product topology. 
Let f : X -_) X be a map of a compactum X with metric d. Consider the following 
special inverse limit space: 
(X,-f) = {(~cn)~‘=1 I 5, E X and f(sn+i) = Z, for each n}. 
Then the set (X, f) is a compact metric space with metric d: 
Define a map f: (X, f) -+ (X, f) by f(~i, XZ,Z~, . .) = (f(x,), x1,x2,. . .). Then fis 
a homeomorphism and it is called the shift map of f. 
A map f :X + Y of compacta is a near homeomorphism if f can be approximated 
arbitrary closely by homeomorphisms from X to Y. 
The following theorem is a key of this paper. 
Theorem 1.1 [4]. Let {Xn,pn,n+l } be an inverse sequence of compacta X,. If each 
bonding map P~,~+ 1: Xn+ I + X, is a near homeomorphism, then invlim{X,,p,,,+i} 
is homeomorphic to X1. 
2. Everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms 
In this section, we define the notion of everywhere chaotic homeomorphism. For a 
map f : X + X of a metric space (X, d), we consider the following condition (!): 
For any nonempty open sets U, V of X and each E > 0, there are points x E U and 
y E V and a natural number n > I such that d(fn(s), fn(y)) < E. 
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A map f : X + X is said to be everywhere chaotic if f satisfies the condition (!) and 
f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Note that if f is topologically mixing, 
then f is everywhere chaotic. 
By the definitions of the inverse limit (X, f) and the shift map 7 of f, we can easily 
prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let f : X + X be an onto map of a compactum X. Then 
(l)the map f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions if and only if the shift 
map f :(X,f) + (X,f) off h as sensitive dependence on initial conditions (see [21]), 
and 
(2) the map f satisfies the condition (!) ifand only ifs: (X, f) + (X, f) satis$es the 
condition (!). 
Example 2.2. (1) Let f : I -+ I be a map of the unit interval I defined by f(x) = & 
for z E I. Then f satisfies the condition (!), but it does not have sensitive dependence 
on initial conditions. 
(2) Let f : I + I be a map defined by 
i 
2x7 if z E [0, l/2], 
f(z) = -22+2, ifzE [l/2,3/4], 
2x- 1, if z E [3/4,1]. 
Note that for any nonempty open set U of I there is n 3 0 such that f”(U) contains an 
open set of [l/2, 11, and f 1 [l/2, l] : [l/2, l] + [l/2, l] is topologically mixing. By using 
these facts, we see that f is everywhere chaotic. But f is not topologically mixing. 
(3) Let f : I-+ I be a map defined by 
f(x) = 
1 
3x7 0 < x < l/3, 
-3x + 2, l/3 < x < 2/3, 
3x - 2, 2/36x< 1. 
Then f is topologically mixing. 
A subset E of a space X is an F,-set in X if E is a countable union of closed subsets 
E, of X, i.e., E = IJ,“=, E,. A subset E of X is of the$rst category if it is a subset of 
a countable union of nowhere dense closed subsets. A subset G of a space X is a Gs-set 
in X if G is a countable intersection of open subsets G, of X, i.e., G = (7:=, G,. 
A subset F of a space X is said to be independent in R C Xn, if for every system 
21,x2,. , xn of mutually distinct points of F, the point (xi, x2, . ,x,) E Fn never 
belongs to R. In [15], Kuratowski proved the following useful theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 [15, Main Theorem, Corollary 3 and Proposition 21. If X is a completely 
metrizable space and R c X” is an Fe-set of the jirst category, then the set J(R) of 
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all compact subsets of X independent in R is a dense Gg-set in 2x. Moreovel; if X has 
no isolated points, then almost all Carltor sets of X are independent in R, i.e., the set 
(G E J(R) 1 C is a Cantor set in X} is a dense Gs-set in 2x. 
By Theorem 2.3, we obtain the following. 
Proposition 2.4, Let (X, d) b e a completely metrizable space such that the metric d is 
complete. A map f : X + X has sensitive dependence on initial conditions if and only if 
there is a positive number r > 0 such that f satisfies the following condition; for each 
E > 0 and each A E 2x there is a Cantor set C of X such that dH(A, C) < E and if 
x,y~Candx#y, then 
limsupd(fn(s), Y(y)) 2 7. 
n+co 
Proof. Suppose that f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions and 37 > 0 is a 
sensitivity constant for f. Consider the set 
RI = {(w) E X2 1 l~-y~pd(f”(4, f”bd) < T}. 
Let El > E2 > . . . be a sequence of positive numbers such that 7 > ~1 and limn+oo E, = 
0. 
PutT,={(z,Y)EX2Id(fi(a),fi(lJ))6~-&~foreachi~n}forn=1,2,.... 
Since RI = UT=, T, and T, is closed in X2, R, is an F,-set. 
Next, we show that T, is nowhere dense. Let U, V be nonempty open sets of X and 
let p E U and q E V. Since 37 > 0 is a sensitivity constant for f, we can choose a point 
p’ in U such that d(fz(p), fi(p’)) 3 37 for some i 2 1. If we choose p’ such that p’ is 
sufficiently close to p, we may assume that i > n. Then either d(fi(q), fi(p)) > r or 
d(fi(q),f”(p’)) > T holds. This implies that Tn does not contain U x V. Hence RI is 
an F,,-set of the first category. By Theorem 2.3, we see that J(R,) is a dense Gh-set of 
2x. Clearly, if D E J(Rl ), then D satisfies the desired condition. 
The converse assertion is trivial. •1 
Proposition 2.5. Let (X, d) be a completely metrizable space such that the metric d is 
complete and X has no isolated points. 
A map f : X -+ X satisfies the condition (!) if and only if f satisfies the following 
condition; for each E > 0 and each A E 2 x there is a Cantor set C of X such that 
dH(A, C) < E and if x, y E C with x # yI then lim infn+.W d(fn(x), fn(y)) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that f satisfies the condition (!). Consider the set 
R*= (x,y) EX21 1 
{ 
;~~fd(7+): fn(y)) > O}. 
Let Q+ be the set of all positive rational numbers. For each n = 1,2, . . and each 
y E Q+, consider the set 
W n,y = {(x, y) E X2 1 d(f”(z), f”(p)) > y for each i > n}. 
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Since R2 = U~T”=, UreQ+ W,,, and WI,-, is closed in X2, we see that R:! is an F,-set. 
We show that W,,, is nowhere dense. Let U, V be nonempty open sets of X. Choose 
two points p E U and q E V such that p # q. If fn(p) = fn(q), (p,q) $ Wn,?. If 
.Y(p) # Y(q)7 Put 
E = k min {d(fi(p), ii(q)) IO < i < n} > 0. 
Since f satisfies the condition (!), there are two points p’ E U and q’ E V such that 
d(f”(p’), f”(Q’)) < min{y, E} for some m. Since we can choose points p’ and q’ such 
that p’ is sufficiently close to p and q’ is sufficiently close to q, d(fi(p’), fi(q’)) > E for 
0 < i < n. Hence we may assume that m > n. This implies that (p’, q’) $ W,,, and 
hence W7L,y is nowhere dense. Then R2 is an F,-set of the first category. By Theorem 2.3, 
we see that J(R 2 ) is a dense Gb-set in 2x. Hence f satisfies the desired condition. The 
converse assertion is trivial. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let f : X + X be a map of a compactum X. Then f is everywhere 
chaotic if and only if f satis$es the following condition; there is r > 0 such that for 
each E > 0 and each A E 2x there is a Cantor set C of X such that dH(A, C) < E and 
ifx,yeCwithx#y, then 
lp+slpd(f”(x),f”(y)) 3 T and hz$fd(f”(z), fn(y)) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that f is everywhere chaotic. Put R = RI U R2 c X x X, where RI 
and R2 are the sets as in the proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Then R is 
an F,-set of the first category in X2. By Theorem 2.3, we see that f satisfies the desired 
condition. The converse assertion is trivial. 0 
3. Everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms on manifolds 
In this section, we deal with everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms on manifolds. For 
a construction of everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms on a (topological) n-manifold 
M” (n > 2), we use an idea of shift map and attractor which comes from Barge 
and Martin [ 11. For a compact manifold M, aA4 denotes the manifold’s boundary and 
int A4 = M - 8M. Let D” be the standard n-ball. 
First, we consider everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms on D” (n > 2). Let f : A t 
A and F: X + X be maps of compacta. Then f is embedded in F if there is an 
embedding i : A + X such that i o f = F o i. Frequently we identify i(A) with A. 
Theorem 3.1. For any everywhere chaotic map f : I + I and any n > 2, there ex- 
ists an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism F: D” + D” such that the shift map 
?: (I>f) + (I,f) zs embedded in F such that (I, f) is a global attractor of F( int Dn, 
and F13Dn = id. 
Proof. Let pi : (I, f) -+ I be the natural projection defined by p,((x,)r=i) = xi. If we 
put I’ = pt ((I, f)) and f’ = f 1 I’ : I’ + I’, then f’ is an onto map of an interval I’, 
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Fig. I. 
(I, f) = (I’, f’) and F = f. H ence we may assume that f : I + I is an onto map which 
is everywhere chaotic. For each i = 1,2,3,4, let 
Bi={(x,,z~ ,..., 2,)~R~I-i+16~k:~iforeachIc=1,2 ,..., n}. 
Consider the 2-ball Di = B, f? IR2 x (O,O, ,0) c IR” for each i. We identify I with 
thesetI=((t,O,... , 0) E JR” IO 6 t < I}. Take a homeomorphism h : R4 + B4 such 
that 
(1) h(Cl(B4 - Bz) = id, and h((t, O,O, . . . ,O)) = (f(t), t, O,O,. . . ,O) for 0 6 t < 1. 
Consider the set E in DI as follows: 
E={(f(t),t,O,O ,..., O)EDI Itd}. 
Choose a homeomorphism g : B4 -+ I34 such that 
(2) gj(a& U BI) = id, g(&) C int Bz, and for each IC E int B4 there is n 3 1 such 
that gn(z) E intB3. 
Choose a near homeomorphism q : B4 + 84 such that 
(3) qlCI(B4 - B3) = id, q( xl,... ,z,) = (.z~,q,O,0 ,..., 0) for (ICI,..., 2,) E B2, 
and qlB4 - B2 is injective. 
Also, choose a near homeomorphism T : BA + B4 such that 
(4) rIC1(B4 - B3) = id, rlE = id, r(D2) = E (‘. 1 e., TID:! : D2 + E is a retraction), 
rlB4 - D2 is injective, and ~-l(y) is an arc in 02 for each y E E (see Fig. 1). 
By (4), we see that 
(5) for each nonempty open set U of D2, T(U) contains a nondegenerate arc in E. 
Finally, choose a near homeomorphism s : I34 + Bd such that 
(6) s(Cl(B4- B2) = id, S(Q) x2,0,0,. . , 0) = (XI, 0, 0, . . . , 0) for (ICI, x2,0,0, . . , 0) 
E D1, and s[Bh - D1 is injective. 
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Put H = s o r o q o g 0 h: B4 + B4. Then H is a near homeomorphism. By (l)-(6) 
HII = f. Since f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions, flJ is not a constant 
map for any subinterval J of 1. By (l)-(6), we see that 
(7) if U is a nonempty open set of B4 with Cl(U) f% aB4 = 8, then there is n 3 1 
such that H”(U) c I and Hn(U) contains a nondegenerate arc (see (5)). 
Since f is everywhere chaotic and HII = f, by (7) so is H. Let F = fi: (B4, H) + 
(B4, H) be the shift map of H. By Theorem 1 .I, (B4, H) is an n-ball, hence we may 
assume D4 = (Ba, H) and aD4 = (dB4, HjaB4). By Proposition 2.1, F: D4 + D4 is 
an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism. Also, by (7) we see that (1, HII) (== (I, f)) is a 
global attractor of FI int D4 and FlaD4 = id. Hence F is a desired homeomorphism. q 
Let f : S + S be a map of the unit circle S = {e2RiZ / 0 < z < 1) in the complex 
plane and let p: R -+ 5’ be the natural covering projection defined by p(z) = e2Tiz for 
each 5 E R. Define the degree of f by deg f = J( 1) - J(O), where f: II% + lR is a lift 
of f, i.e., J: lR + IR is a map such that p 0 f = f op. 
For the case of the unit circle S, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f : S + S be a map of S with 1 deg f 1 < 1. If f is everywhere chaotic, 
then for any n > 2 there is an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism F : D” + D” such 
that the shift map f: (S, f) + (S, f) IS embedded in F such that (S, f) is an attractor 
of F and FjaD4 = id. 
Proof. The case n = 2 is essential. We prove this case. First, we assume that deg f = 1. 
Let p: IR + S be the natural covering projection as above and let f : Iw + W be a 
lifting of f. Following the proof of [ 18, p. 3291, we define a map p’ : S + S x R by 
IL’@(t)) = (f (P(t))> Jw - t) f or each t E R. Then p’ is an embedding. In particular, 
q o p’ = f, where q : S x IR + S is the natural projection. For each zr = (z, y) E IR*, put 
114 = (x2 + v * I/*. For each a > 0 and d 3 c > 0, put D(a) = {x E Iw* / IIxll < u} ) 
and A(c, d) = {CIJ E Iw2 I c < IIzITII < d}. Note that S = A(1, 1). Using p’, we can define 
an embedding p : S + A(l/2,3/2) such that q o p = f, where q : lR* - (0) + S be the 
natural projection, i.e., q(z) = ~/~~x~~ for 5 E lR* - (0) (see Fig. 2). 
By the Schijnflies theorem, there is a homeomorphism h: D(2) + D(2) such that 
hlA(3/2,2) = id, hlD(l/2) = id and h(s) = p(s) for each s E S. Define the map 
G: D(2) + D(2) by G(s) = 2114 z for II: E D(l/2), G(z) = x/IIxII for .‘c E 
A(l/2,3/2) and G(z) = K21141 - 2)/11411 x f or each z E A(3/2,2). Put H = 
G o h: D(2) + D(2). Then HIS = f, and H is a near homeomorphism. Let U be 
a nonempty open set of D(2) such that Cl(U) n (aD(2) U (0)) = 8. Then there is a 
natural number n such that Hn(U) c S and H”(U) contains a nondegenerate arc. Since 
f is everywhere chaotic and HIS = f, H is everywhere chaotic. Consider the shift map 
F = 2: (D(2), H) + (D(2), H) of H. Clearly F is a desired homeomorphism. The 
case of deg f = - 1 is similarly proved. 
Next, we suppose that deg f = 0. Then S has a fixed point a of f. Choose a point 
a’ of IR such that ~(a’) = a and let f : R t R be the lifting of f such that ?(a’) = a’. 
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Fig. 2. 
Choose a map g : S + IR such that g(u) = a’ and p o g = f. Put J = g(S) c lR and 
f’ : J -+ J by f’ = flJ. Then 
5 (J, f’) -+ (4 f’) 
is topologically conjugate to f. This case follows from Theorem 3.1. q 
It is well known that if f : S + S is a map of S with 1 deg f] 2 2, then (S, f) cannot 
be embedded into any 2-manifold. It is known that every compacturn embedded into 
a 2-manifold is movable (see [17] for the definition of movability). (S, f) is a typical 
continuum that is not movable. 
In [5], Brown and Cassler showed that every compact connected n-manifold M” can 
be obtained from D” by making an identification on the boundary i3D” of D”. Hence 
by Theorem 3.1, we have the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Every compact connected n-manifold Mn (n > 2) admits an everywhere 
chaotic homeomorphism. 
Remark 3.4. In the statement of Corollary 3.3, we see that if Mn is a compact connected 
manifold (n > 2), then there is an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism F : M” + Mn 
such that F is homotopic to id. 
Remark 3.5. There are no everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms on graphs. 
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4. Everywhere chaotic homeomorphisms of Menger manifolds 
In this section, we study some dynamical properties of homeomorphisms of pk- 
manifolds. 
We recall a construction of triangulated p”-manifolds by Bestvina (see [2, (1.2)]). 
Let Mim be a compact manifold with a triangulation Lr , and assume m 3 2k + 1. We 
produce a sequence (Ml, Lr), (A&, Lz), . . . , of manifolds and triangulations inductively 
as follows. Suppose that (Mi, Li) has been constructed. Let 
M+1 = u { St(v, P2L) I u is a vertex of PLi and Ind(v) 3 m - k}, 
where ,f?L, p*L are the first and the second barycentric subdivision of L respectively, 
and if a vertex u in PL is the barycenter of some simplex a(w) in L, we set Ind(v) = 
dima( Then Mi+i is a manifold, and let Li+i be the triangulation of J4i+i obtained 
by restricting ,B*Li onto Mi+i. The sequence (A41 , Ll), (i’~I2, Lz), , . . , is called a pk- 
manifold defining sequence. Any space M that can be represented as nr”=, Mi for some 
pk-manifold defining sequence {(Mi, Li)}z”=, is a triangulated ,u”-manifold obtained 
from Mi. Moreover, if Mi is (k- I)-connected, any triangulated p’“-manifold ,LL’ obtained 
from It41 is called a k-dimensional universal Menger compactum. Any k-dimensional 
universal Menger compacta are homeomorphic. A pk-manifold is defined to be a space 
in which each point has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to an open set of pk. We 
need some notions from the theory of pk-manifolds. 
By Q, we mean the Hilbert cube P. Let X and Y be compacta. A closed subset 
Z of X is called a Z-set in X if the identity map idx can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by maps whose images do not intersect 2. A countable union of Z-sets in X is 
called a aZ-set in X. X is UV” provided that for every embedding i : X + Q and each 
neighborhood U of i(X) in Q, there is a neighborhood V of i(X) in U such that the 
homeomorphism rk (i) : riTI, (v) + rk(u) induced by the inclusion i : V + U is trivial 
for 0 < k < n. An onto map f : X + Y is a UP-map if each point preimage f -’ (y) is 
UP. A map f : X + Y is k-invertible if for any map g : Z -+ Y from a compacturn Z 
toYwithdimZ~kthereisamapX:Z~XsuchthatfoX=g.Amapf:X~Yis 
n-soft (see [7]) provided that for any compacturn Z with dim Z < n, any closed subset 
Ze of Z, and any two maps g : Zc -+ X and h : Z + Y such that f o g = hi Zo, there 
is a map X : Z -+ X such that f 0 X = h and XI Zs = g. Note that every n-soft map 
(n 3 0) is an open map. Two maps f, g : X + Y are said to be n-homotopic [9] if the 
compositions f o h and go h are homotopic in the usual sense for any map h : Z + X of 
any at most n-dimensional compacturn Z into X. A map f : X + Y is an n-homotopy 
equivalence if there is a map g : Y + X such that f o g and g o f are n-homotopic 
to the identity maps idy and idx, respectively. In this case, we say that X and Y are 
n-homotopy equivalent. 
We need the following results from the theory of p”-manifolds. 
Theorem 4.1 [2, (5.2.2)]. Any compact p”-manifold is homeomorphic to a triangulated 
pk-manifold. 
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Theorem 4.2 [2, (5.2.1)]. Let X be a k-dimensional LC”-‘-locally compact separable 
metrizable space (LC’“-’ = locally (k - l)- connected). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) X is a pk-manifold. 
(ii) X satisfies the disjoint k-disks property, i.e., any pair of maps of I” into X can 
be approximated arbitrarily closely by maps having disjoint images. 
Theorem 4.3 [2, (2.8.6)]. lf a map f : Mp + Mt between compact connected pk- 
manifolds induces an isomorphism of their i-dimensional homotopy groups for 0 < 
i < k - 1, then Mt and Mt are homeomorphic. 
Therefore the lifting property of UVk-‘-maps for k-dimensional spaces implies that 
if a ,u”-manifold M%h admits a UVk-‘-map onto a compact polyhedron P for i = 1,2, 
then Mt is homeomorphic to Mt. 
Theorem 4.4 [2, (3.1.4) and (3.1.3)]. (1) Let Zi (i = 1,2) be Z-sets in a compact pk- 
manifold M” and let h: 21 + 22 be a homeomorphism. If il and i2 o h are (k - I)- 
homotopic, then there is a homeomorphism H : M” + Mk which is an extension of h, 
where ij (j = 1,2) are the inclusion maps ij : 2, --t M”. 
(2) Let M” be a compact pk-manifold Mk. Then for any E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such 
that if h: 21 + 22 is a homeomorphism of Z-sets in Mk with d(h, il) < 6, then there 
is a homeomorphism H : n/r” -+ M” such that HI ZI = h and d(id, H) < E. 
Theorem 4.5 [2, (4.3.2)]. Each UV”-‘-map between compact p”-manifolds is a near 
homeomorphism. 
Theorem 4.6 [2, (4.1.2)]. If f : M” --t Y is a UV”-‘-map from a compact pk-manifold 
Mk such that Cl(Nf) is a Z-set in M”, and cf dim Y = k, then f is a near homeomor- 
phism, in particulal; Y is a pk-manifold, where Nf = {x E M” 1 f-‘(f(x)) # {x}}. 
Note that in Theorem 4.6 f(Cl(Nf)) is also a Z-set in Y. 
The following theorem plays an important role in this section. 
Theorem 4.7 (see [8, Theorem I.61 and [7, Theorem 1,3(ii)]). For each k 2 0 and 
each compact polyhedron K, there is a k-invertible UV’“-‘-map fK : hfk + K of 
some compact pk-manifold Mk satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) If L is a closed subpolyhedron of K, then (fK)-‘(L) is a compact p”-manifold. 
(b) If L is a closed subpolyhedron of K and Z is a Z-set in L, then (f~)-‘(Z) is a 
Z-set in (fK)-l(L). 
(c) There is a subspace AK of MK such that the restriction ~K\AK : Ak + K is a 
k-soft map and the complement MK - AK is a oZ-set in MK (see [7, (1.3)(ii)]). 
Proposition 4.8 ([2, (5.1.2)] or [8, (1.3)]). Let f : M” + X be a UV”-‘-map of a com- 
pact p”-mantfold M” and let Z be a Z-set in M”. If g : Z + X is a map that is 
(k - l)-homotopic to f ]Z, then there is a UV”-‘-map h: M” -+ X such that hi2 = g. 
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Proposition 4.9 [2, (5.1.8)]. For any LCk-‘-compacturn Y there is a compact pk- 
manifold M” and a UV”-’ map f : Mk + Y. 
Lemma 4.10. Let MF be a compact pk-manifold and Zi a closed subset of M! (i = 
1,2). Suppose that L is a finite simplicial complex and gi : MF --+ IL] x [ai, bi] is an 
onto map such thatfor each simplex A of L, gi’(A x [ai, bi]) is homeomorphic to pk, 
gi’(aA X [ai,bi]) is a Z-set in gi’(A x [ai, bi]), and Zi(A) G Zi n gi’(A x [ai, bi]) 
is a Z-set in g,‘(A x [ai, bi]), respectively. If p: Z’ + Zz is a homeomorphism such 
that P(ZI (A)) = z,(A) f or each simplex A of L, then there is a homeomorphism 
T : Mf + Mt such that T is an extension of p and 
T(gr’(A x [a’, b’])) = g;’ (A x [a2, bz]) for each simplex A of L. 
Proof. Let n be a natural number n 3 0 and let Len) be the n-skeleton of L. By induction 
on n, we can construct a homeomorphism 
T,:g;‘(lLnl x [a’,b’]) -+gF’(lLnl x [az,bzl) 
such that T, is an extension of p]Zz(A) and T,(g;‘(A x [a’, b’])) = gF’(A x [az, bz]) 
for each simplex A E L” (see Theorem 4.4(l)). 
If N = dim L, T = TN : Mf + Mt satisfies the desired condition. 0 
Lemma 4.11. Let f : MF + Mt be a UV”-‘-map between compact p.“-manifolds. If 
Zi is a Z-set in M,” for each i = 1,2, and f ] Z’ : Z’ + Z2 is a homeomorphism, then 
the map f is arbitrarily closely approximated by a homeomorphism g : Mf + Mj such 
that g is an extension of f ] Z’. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, there is a homeomorphism g’ : Mf + M[ that is sufficiently 
close to f. Since g’(Z’) is a Z-set in Mz , k by Theorem 4.4(2) there is a homeomorphism 
H: Mf -+ Mt such that H]g’(Z’) = f o g’-‘]g’(Z’) and H is sufficiently close to id. 
Put g = H o g’ : M’ -+ M2. Then g is a desired homeomorphism. 0 
Let Xe be a closed subset of a compactum X and let ‘p : Xe + Y be an onto map. 
We consider the decomposition space of the upper semi-continuous decomposition 2) of 
X into the following sets: 
(a) the individual points of the set (X - Xa), 
(b) the sets ‘p-‘(y) with y E Y. 
This decomposition space will be denoted by X(p) and (p : X -+ X(p) denotes the 
quotient map. Then the space Y can be naturally embedded into X(p), i.e., the embedding 
i : Y + X(v) is defined by i(y) = $5(cp-‘(y)). 
The following is the main theorem in this section. 
Theorem 4.12. Suppose that k > 1 and P is a compact connected polyhedron with 
dim P < k and M” is a compact connected pk-mumfold which is (k - I)-homotopy 
equivalent to P. If f : P + P is any map such that f is (k - 1)-homotopic to idp, then 
there is a homeomorphism F : M” -+ Mk such that the shift map 7: (P, f) + (P, f) is 
embedded in F, and there is a Z-set P* in Mk such that P’ is homeomorphic to P, 
FIP* = idp., and (P, f) is a global attractor of FIM” - P”. Moreover; if f : P -+ P 
is everywhere chaotic, then F can be chosen as an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism. 
Proof. We may assume that P c B = I 2k+’ Consider the product space K = P x . 
B x [0,2]. By Theorem 4.7, there is a compact p”“-manifold MK and a k-invertible 
UI/“-l-map f~ : MK + K satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.7. Then MK is 
(k - 1)-homotopy equivalent to P. 
Consider the decomposition space M = MK(T), where 
Let ?i : MK + M be the quotient map. By Theorem 4.6, M is homeomorphic to 
MK. Define the maps g : M -+ K and cy : M + (0,2] defined by g o ?F = fK and 
a o ?i = qIo,z] o fK, where q[o,2] : K = P x B x [0,2] + [0,2] is the natural projection. 
Let qp : P x B x [0,2] + P be the natural projection. Note that qp is a UVm-map for 
each m 2 0. Consider the set 
E = {(f(Z), ic, o} E K 1 z E P c B>. 
We identify P with P x {b} x (0) c K, where b is a point of B. Since g is k-invertible 
and dim P < k, there is an embedding X’ : P + CC’(O) such that g o X’ = idp. Also 
there is an embedding X2 : E + ~‘(0) such that g o X2 = idE. Put Z’ = X’(P), 
Z2 = X*(E). We identify P with Z’ in M. Then 2’ and 22 are Z-sets in cy-‘([O, 11). 
Define a map h: Z’ -+ 22 by the formula h(z) = &(f(g(z)), g(z), 0) for each IC E Z’. 
Let ij : 2, + M be the inclusion maps (j = 1,2). Since qp o g o h o X’ = f and f is 
(k - 1)-homotopic to idp, we see that i2 0 h and i’ are (k - l)-homotopic in M, because 
g is a UVk-‘-map and qp is a UVm-map for all m 3 0. By Theorem 4.4(l), there is 
a homeomorphism H: M --t M such that HlZ’ = h and Hja-‘([I, 21) = id, because 
CF’ (1) is a Z-set in the $-manifold a-’ ([O, I]). 
Next, consider the decomposition space M(q) and the quotient map Cp: M -+ M(v), 
where cp = qp o g[a-‘([0, 11) : (Y- ‘([O, 11) + P. Then cp(Z’) = Cp(a-‘(0)) = 
‘~(a-’ (1)) = ~(cy- ([0, 11)) (= P). Since g is k-invertible, we can choose an embedding 
X’ : P’ = P x {b} x {l} t a-‘( 1) such that g o X’ = idpt. Put Z;l = X’(P’). Note that 
cplZ’ : Z’ + ip(Z’) and CplZi : Zi + cp(Zi) are homeomorphisms, and ‘p( Z’ ) = cp( Zi) 
(= P). Since (plcy-‘([1,3/2]) is UV’“-‘, b y L emma 4.11 there is a homeomorphism 
Tl :V(d ([O, 3/z])) = ~‘(a-’ ([1,3/21)) + Q-’ ([l&q) 
such that 
TllF(&) = (cp)-’ :a&) =X-G) + z;, 
and T’ (p(z)) = 2 for z E a-’ (3/2). Let p : 2; + 21 be the homeomorphism defined by 
p = X’ oqp og[Zi. Since g(Z’) = P x {b} x (0) and g(Zi) = P x {b} x {I}, p satisfies 
the conditions of Lemma 4.10. By Lemma 4.10, we can choose a homeomorphism 
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T~:Q-‘([1,3/2]) -+ cy-‘([OJ]) such that T2j.Z; = p and Tz(o-‘(3/2)) = a!-‘(l). 
Similarly, by Lemma 4.10 we obtain a homeomorphism T : M(p) - (P((Y-‘(2)) + A4 - 
o-t (2) such that 
T]p(o-‘([l,;])) =Tz.TI, 
T(p(o-t(2-A))) =CY-‘(2-A), and 
T ~5 (Y-’ 
CC ([ 
2-!_2_ 
72’ A]))) =Q-1([2-&+:]) 
for each n = 2,3,. . . . For each n = 2,3,. . . , we consider the nth barycentric sub- 
division p” (P x B x (2 - (l/n)}) of the polyhedron P x B x (2 - (1 /n)} and 
we apply Lemma 4.10. Then we may assume that the function T’ : M(p) + M de- 
fined by T’]p(a-‘([O, 2))) = T and T’(cp(z)) = z for z E a-‘(2) is continuous. Put 
G’ = T’ o (p o H: M + M -+ M(p) -+ 111. Here we identify P with 21 c M. 
Then G’]Zt = f. Put 7rt = qp 0 g/a-‘(2) 4 P. Finally, consider the decomposition 
space M(xl). Define a UV”-‘-map G: M(7rl) + M(7rl) by Ft o G’ = G o ??I, where 
??I : M + M(7rl) is the quotient map. Note that M(rl) is homeomorphic to M” (see 
Theorem 4.6) and we can identify G]Ft (2,) with the map f : P + P. 
Consider the shift map F = G: (M(rl), G) + (M(rl), G) and the set 
P* = (q (a-’ (2))) G/?r, (~8 (2))). 
Since G is a UV”-‘-map, by Theorems 1.1 and 4.5 (M(xl),G) is homeomorphic to 
M”. We identify (M(xl), G) with Mk. By the construction, we see that F: M” + M” 
and P’ satisfy the desired conditions. 
Next, suppose that the given map f : P --t P is everywhere chaotic. First, we must 
note that (*) if f~ : MK --+ K is a map satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.7, then 
for any nonempty open set U of MK, _f~(l.J) contains a nonempty open set of K. To 
prove this, we use the condition (c) of Theorem 4.7. The set MK - AK is a aZ-set in 
MK, hence AK is a G&-dense set in MK. Then AK f? U # 0. Since ~K[AK : AK + K 
is an open map, we see that ~K(AK n U) is a nonempty open set which is contained in 
f~(u). Note that qp : P x B x (0,2] + P is an open map. By using these facts, we see 
that if U is a nonempty open set of M(nl), then there is n 3 1 such that G”(U)n??l(Z,) 
contains a nonempty open set of ?Yt (21) (= P). 
Since f : P -+ P is everywhere chaotic, so is G. Hence F is an everywhere chaotic 
homeomorphism. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.13. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron with n = dim P 3 1. Then 
there is an everywhere chaotic map f : P -+ P such that f is homotopic to idp. 
Proof. Let K be a simplicial complex with [I(( = P. 
Let L = Kc’) (= the l-skeleton of K) and put N,(L) = lJ{O(l~l): 7 E ,0L}, where 
O(]T]) denotes the open star of (T] in ,DK, i.e., O(]r]) = U{int]o]; ]r] < ]g]}. Also, let 
N*(L) be the regular neighborhood of L in K, i.e., N*(L) is the union of all simplexes 
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of p2K that intersect IL]. Clearly Nz(L) C NI (L) and iV1 (L) is an open dense subset 
of (K[. Then (K[ - Ni(L) is the dual (n - 2)-skeleton of K and N1 (L) deforms onto 
IL]. The deformation T : IV1 (L) + IL\ is defined as follows: 
T(X) = c (X,/V(X)) .a, where II: = c A, ~a E A E ,BK 
aE UJLY aE(DK)” 
c A,= 1, x,20 and V(Z) = c A, > 0. 
aE (OK)” aE (PL)” 
Then we can define a map fl : 1KI + 1I-C satisfying fl I(\Kl- Nl(L)) = id, fl I&(L) = 
TIN*(L), and fl I(Nl (L) -iV2(L)) is injective such that fl (z) is contained in the segment 
(x, r(z)) from z to r(z). Choose an edge (~0, UJO) E L and an everywhere chaotic map 
h( vclrWg~ : (210, wo> -+ (210, wo) such that ht,,,,,,) (210) = w and &,,,,,) (WO) = w (see Ex- 
ample 2.2(3)). For each edge (21, w), we choose an edge path E( (~1, w)) containing (‘u, w} 
and (~0) ZOO}, and choose the middle point c(~,~) of (w,w). For each edge (w, w) with 
(w, ul) # (VO, WO), define a map h(,,,) : (u, w) --+ E((v, w)) such that /z{~~~~~{xJ, w) = id, 
$,,,I (c(,,,) > = c(,,,~,,J 7 h(u,w) k qvlw) > and h+,,) 1 b+,w)j QJ) are injective, and 
2 . d(z, y) 6 d(h(x), h(y)) for xc, Y f (21% c(~,~)) or 5, y E (q,,,), w), where d is 
the natural path length metric on jL\ such that d(a, b) = 1 for each edge (a, b) of L. De- 
fine a map f:!: \KI + IKJ satisfying f2lCl(lKl - Nz(L)) = id, ~z[(v, w) = h(,,,) and if 
z E Bd(X(L)) and r(z) E (u, w>, then f21(xI r(x)) : (z,T(z)) + ((z, T(Z)) U E(v,w)) 
is injective. We show that fillL,l : IL] -+ IL] is everywhere chaotic. Let U be a 
nonempty open set of (LI. Then we can choose n > 0 such that c(~,~) E f?(U) for 
some edge (u, w) of L. Hence ,;+I (U) contains an open interval of (~0, we). Since 
f~l(~~,zug) : (uo,wo) + (~0, wo) is everywhere chaotic, fi\lLl is everywhere chaotic. 
Note that fl and f2 are homotopic to id. Put f = f, . f2 : IKK] -+ lK(. Then we may 
assume that if U is a nonempty open set of IK] such that Cl(U) c IV] (L), then there 
is a natural number 1% > 1 such that f”(U) C (L[ and f”(U) contains a nondegenerate 
interval. Since f[[L\ = fi\lL[ IS everywhere chaotic, we see that f is everywhere chaotic. 
This completes the proof. 0 
By Theorem 4.12 and Lemma 4.13, we obtain the following. 
Corollary 4.14. Every campact connected ,uk-manifold Mk (k > 1) admits an every- 
where chaotic homeomorphism. in pnrticulaar, M” admits a hnmeomorphism which has 
sensitive dependence on initiul conditions. 
Taking account of Theorem 4.4(l), one may ask the following question: What kind 
of homeomorphism of a Z-set 2 in 1-1~ can be extended to a homeomorphism F of p 
such that the Z-set 2 is an attractor of such extension F? 
Suppose S : G + G is a homeomorphism of a group G. Let 1(G, f) be the inverse 
sequence 
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Proposition 4.15. If F: Mk + M” is a homeomorphism of a pk-mantfold Mk and a 
compactum X is an attractor of F, then there is a compact polyhedron L such that 
for each 0 < i < k - 1, the pro-homotopy group pro-ni(X, *) and the pro-homotopy 
group pro-Hi(X) are isomorphic to I(ni(L, *),pi) and I(Hi(L), qi) in pro-groups, re- 
spectively, where pi : ri(L, *) + 7rTT,(L, *) and qi : Hi(L) -+ Hi(L) are homomorphisms. 
Moreover ifF : pk + pk has afxedpoint p so that X is a global attractor of FIpk - {p}, 
then X is UVk-‘. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we may assume that Mk is a triangulated #-manifold which 
is obtained from a compact PL-manifold N containing M”. Since X is an attractor of 
F, we can choose a compact PL-manifold L with X c L c N such that L n Mk is a 
pk-manifold that is a neighborhood of X in M”, F(L n M”) c L n M”, n,“=, Fn(L n 
Ad”) = X. By [21, Theorem 371, we see that X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit 
(LnM”, FlLnM”). Note that pro-ri(j) : pro-r,(LnMk) + ri(L) and pro-Hi(j) : pro- 
H,(Lnp”) --i, H,(L) (0 < i < k- 1) are isomorphisms, where j : L n Mk + L denotes 
the inclusion map. Put pi = pro-ri(j) 0 pro-ri(FIL n M”) o (pro-r,(j))-’ : ri(L, *) -+ 
YT%(L, *) and qi = pro-Hi(j) o pro-H,(F]L n M”) o (pro-H,(j))-’ : Hi(L) + Hi(L). 
By the continuity theorem for shape (see [17, Theorem 6, p. ZS]), we see that 
pro+r,(X, *) and pro-Hi(X) are isomorphic to I(ri(L,*),pi) and I(Hi(L),qi) for 
0 < i 6 Ic - 1, respectively. 
The rest of the proof is similarly proved. 0 
Example 4.16. Let Si be a k-dimensional sphere (Ic 3 1) in Rk+’ for each i = 1,2,. , 
such that Si n Sj = (0) (i # j) and lirniqoo diamSi = 0. Put H” = UF”=, Si. Suppose 
that Hk is in a pl”-manifold M” (n 3 k). By Proposition 4.15, if 72 3 Ic + 1, then 
Hk cannot be an attractor of a homeomorphism of M”. Note that H” is CL-’ and 
LC”-‘. But, we know that any homeomorphism f : H” + H” can be embedded in a 
homeomorphism F : pk + pk such that Hk is a Z-set in pk and H” is a global attractor 
of FIp” - {*}, where * is a fixed point of F (see Proposition 4.17 below). 
Let T” = V,“=, (Hi,O) be the one point union of (Hi,O) for i = 1,2,. . , k. By 
Proposition 4.15, if Ic 3 2, T” cannot be an attractor of any homeomorphism of any 
CL”-manifold (n 3 k). 
Proposition 4.17. Suppose that Z is a compactum with dim Z < Ic, Z is a Z-set in 
pk, and Z is C”-’ and LC”-’ (k 2 0). If f : Z -+ Z is any map, then the shift map 
7: (Z, f) + (Z, f) IS embedded in a homeomorphism F: pk + pk such that (Z, f) is 
a global attractor of Flpk - {*}, where * is a fixed point of F. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 4.12. Let K = [0,2]. By Theorem 4.7, 
there is a UV”-t-map cy = f~ : M + K of a compact pk-manifold M satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 4.7. Since K is C Ic-’ M is homeomorphic to pk. We may assume 
Z c cr-‘(0). By Proposition 4.9, there is a UV”-t-map ‘p’ : cy-‘((1)) --t Z. Take an 
arc A in 01~ ’ ([0, 11) such that A is a Z-set in a- ‘([0, l]), AnZ and Ana-’ are one 
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point sets, respectively. In Proposition 4.8, consider a map g : E = 2 u a-l (1) u A + 2 
such that g]Z = f and g]o-‘(1) = cp’. Since Z and E are C”-‘, by Proposition 4.8 
there is a UV”-‘-map cp : o-l ([0, 11) -+ Z such that cp[E = g. Then cp is a UV”-‘-map 
such that cp]Z = f, cp]a-‘(1) is a UV”-‘-map. Consider the decomposition space M(p) 
and let (p: M -+ M(p) be the quotient map. Then Z = q(a-‘([O, 11)) = ‘p(o-‘(1)) is a 
Z-set in M(p) = N(cp”) and N(cp”) h IS omeomorphic to p” (see Theorem 4.6), where 
N = o-i ([ 1,2]). By (1) of Theorem 4.4, there is a homeomorphism T : p(a-’ ([0,2))) + 
c~-t ([0,2)) such that T(Z = id, T@(cY ([0,3/2]))) = CY-‘([O, 11) and 
T(+-‘([2-:,2--&j))) =&([2--&,2-;I). 
Consider the decomposition space M’ = M/cY-‘(2). By using i$ and T, we obtain a 
UV”-‘-map G: M’ + M’ such that F = c?: pk = (M’, G) -+ (M’, G) satisfies the 
desired conditions. 0 
Let X be a compact ANR (= absolute neighborhood retract). From the theory of Q- 
manifolds, we know that (1) Q x X is a Q-manifold, (2) for every compact Q-manifold 
M”” there is a compact polyhedron P such that P x Q = Ma, and (3) every cell-like 
map of compact Q-manifolds is a near homeomorphism (see [6]). By these results and 
the same techniques as the above, we obtain the following. We omit the proof. 
Corollary 4.18. If f : X -+ X is a map of a compact ANR X which is homotopic to 
idx, then there is a homeomorphism F: Mm + Mm of a compact Q-manifold M” 
such that M” is homeomorphic to X x Q, the shift map F: (X, f) + (X, f) is embedded 
in F, and (X, f) is a global attractor of FIM”O - X”, where X’ is a Z-set in MO” 
which is homeomorphic to X and FIX’ = id. Moreovel; if f :X + X is everywhere 
chaotic, then F can be chosen as an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism. In particulal; 
every compact connected Q-manifold admits an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism. 
Example 4.19. Let X be a nondegenerate compacturn and let X” = n_a<n<m X,, 
where X, = X for each n E Z = (0, & 1, f2, . . .}. Consider the shift g : X” + X” 
defined by p,(g((z,),)) = x,+1 for each (x~)~ E X”, where p, : X” + X, is the nth 
projection map. Then we can easily see that g is topologically mixing and hence it is 
everywhere chaotic. In case X = (0, 1}, 0 : (0, l}” + (0, 1)” is an everywhere chaotic 
homeomorphism of the Cantor set (0, 1)” (= PO). Also, if X is a compact nondegenerate 
AR, the shift c : X” -+ X” is an everywhere chaotic homeomorphism of a Hilbert cube 
Xz (= Q). 
Problem. Does pk (k > 1) admit a topologically transitive homeomorphism, a topolo- 
gically mixing homeomorphism or a chaotic homeomorphism in the sense of Devaney? 
The author would like to express his sincere appreciation to the referee for very helpful 
suggestions and many kind comments. 
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